29th August 2022
Dissecting recent policy measures for the Chinese property sector

In recent months it has become increasingly obvious that if China wants to be serious
about stimulating its faltering economy it is going to have to address the massive
elephant in the room. The clamp down on the real estate sector which authorities began
ramping up in 2018 has clearly overshot its target after it started to have a meaningful
impact on the economy last year. With dozens of large-scale private developers already
in default, early signs of civil disobedience as homebuyers have faced prolonged delays
on project deliveries and 2022 GDP forecasts slashed well below government targets, it is
fair to assume that this is not what the authorities had hoped for when they began their
tightening campaign.
Certainly, the government’s aggressive zero tolerance stance to the Covid outbreak in
China and recurrent lockdowns across the nation have exacerbated the situation.
Measures taken to offset the downturn through monetary and fiscal stimulus since the
start of the year have had very limited impact on the economy, if any at all. Dubbed by
Jefferies Equity strategists as “pushing strings”, the main problem is not that the
government is not prepared to provide stimulus, quite the contrary actually, but rather
that most of the economic actors don’t want it. The demand for new loans is very poor,
whatever the interest rates offered.
That is with the notable exception of the real estate sector as many developers have found
themselves locked out of capital markets and of a banking sector that has been showing
little sympathy for their cause. Banks have a complete reluctance to provide financing to
developers, which is easily understandable given the unprecedented number of defaults
across the sector.
As the social implications of this sector hit fever pitch last month with the well-publicised
mortgage boycotts in Henan province, we think the authorities have finally started waking
up to the magnitude of the problem and of its ramifications. This mortgage boycott
movement quickly spread to around 320 projects in the province but had the potential to
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exacerbate and put RMB 1 trillion mortgage loans across the nation at risk, according to
S&P estimates.
Value of At-Risk Mortgages in S&P’s scenario analysis
Base-line scenario
% of distressed developers’ projects
20%
stalled
Potential at-risk mortgages (RMB tn)
0.974
% of total mortgages
2.50%
% of total loans
0.50%

Downside scenario
50%
2.44
6.40%
1.30%

Source: PBoC, S&P Global Ratings

This was enough to spark an immediate response by China’s Politburo in July when it
issued a statement assuring buyers that the government would help cash-starved
developers finish late projects, albeit with local governments being responsible for
making sure they do so. In Henan province where the boycotts were most concentrated,
the local government swiftly assigned Henan Asset Management Company and
Zhengzhou Real Estate Group, a bad-loans manager and a state-owned real estate
developer respectively to clean up the province’s property mess, taking drastic actions to
contain a crisis ahead of China’s National People Congress meeting later this year.
In the past few weeks, we have seen a raft of measures announced to provide new funding
channels for developers and while individually they don’t seem as being a big
improvement over the piecemeal efforts we have seen so far, cumulatively they seem to
be of a material scale. CLSA, a broker controlled by Citic Securities, estimates the
government has at least RMB 3.6tn of additional resources (or 3.2% of the country’s GDP
in 2021) at both the central and the local government levels to bail out the property sector.
Like is often the case with China, however, going through multiple government agencies
makes the initiatives both complicated and confusing. We have summarised below the
key details available:
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China’s existing exposure and available resources to bail out the property sector
Rmb bn
Key entities
Existing exposure:
Total balance
Bailout resources
Capital at risk
sheet size of
available
within the property the entity
sector through
loans or equity
Central
China Bond Insurance
12
76
47
Government Co (CBIC)
Entities
Three Policy Banks
2,105
30,599
976
Financial Stability Fund
65
65
646
Big banks’ real estate
188
113
300
bailout funds
Big Four Asset
1,240
5,230
324
Management
Companies
Local
Local Asset
309
898
953
governments Management
Entities
Companies
Local State Owned
NA
NA
Hard to quantify
Enterprises
Local banks
7,198
97,188
Hard to quantify

Central Government Entities
a) On 16th August 2022, independent news provider REDD reported that China’s
policymakers tapped the China Bond Insurance Co (CBIC), a central SOE credit
guarantee company to provide guarantees for new onshore bonds to be issued by
a few selected Chinese developers including Longfor, Seazen, CIFI and Country
Garden. Over the past week, we have begun to see onshore bond issuances from
these developers which marks the first step towards a normalization of the primary
bond market.
b) Similarly, China’s three policy banks, namely China Development Bank, China
Agricultural Development Bank and the Export and Import Bank of China, were
reported by Xinhua News Agency on 19th August 2022 that they would offer
special loans to projects that were pre-sold but could not be completed. Xinhua
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also alluded that new commercial bank loans would also be offered to developers,
however details remain to be confirmed.
c) On 22nd July 2022, the China Banking and Insurance Regulatory Commission
(CBIRC), i.e. the banking and insurance regulator, announced that a Financial
Stability Fund had been established, its main purpose being to resolve the
troubled financial sector and to act as the last resort in case of systemic financial
risks. The first round of funding was raised to the tune of RMB 64.6bn from China’s
largest commercial banks.
d) On 25th July 2022, it was reported by independent news agency REDD that China
would launch a real estate bailout fund with its specific purpose being to help
troubled developers. The size of the fund is expected to be RMB 300bn. So far, the
real estate fund has managed to raise RMB50bn from China Commercial Bank
(CCB)

and

RMB30bn

from

the

PBoC,

the

central

bank.

e) Since their establishment in 1998, the “Big Four Asset Management Companies
(AMCs)” of China (i.e. China Great Wall AMC, China Orient AMC, China Huarong
AMC and China Cinda AMC) have remained central SOE entities. They have
historically been highly exposed to the property sector via both onshore and
offshore bonds. In recent times, they were forced by the government to refocus
their asset management priorities back towards nonperforming loans, which was
their initial business scope. It could therefore be another avenue for the
government to bailout the property sector.
Local Entities
a) There are 59 local AMCs in China which are owned and controlled by local
governments. They are licensed financial institutions supervised by the CBIRC, the
banking regulator. For instance, the Henan AMC partnered with Zhengzhou Real
Estate Group to launch a RMB 10bn real estate bailout fund.
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b) Local SOEs and local banks balance sheets are typically quite exposed to the
property sector. We do not expect they have additional capital that could be used
for property bailout use.
Last week, a State Council meeting chaired by Premier Li Keqiang followed with an
announcement that the government would make use of “tools available in the toolbox”
by further tapping the three policy banks to increase their loan exposure to infrastructures
by another RMB 1 trillion (0.9% of GDP). As a result, we began to see a noticeable rally in
Chinese bond and equity markets last week as investors are realising that the amounts
mentioned are collectively becoming significant. Nevertheless, the property sector is still
not out of the woods as a large number of property developers remain to this day cash
strapped and unable to tap sources of financing.
Hopefully we shall get more clarity on policy direction from the government once the 25member Politburo is renewed in November.
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